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Executive Summary

THIS paper examines the sustainability assessment methodologies of apparel and fashion brands based upon what the sector itself defines as sustainable, and how it measures this. We conclude that the prevailing system falls decidedly short in assessing true sustainability. To illustrate this, we analyze one index in particular: The Business of Fashion (BoF) Sustainability Index.

THE BoF Index correctly identifies apparel’s sustainability priorities as achieving both internationally agreed 2030 targets: the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the Paris Agreement’s 45% reduction in 2010 Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHGs). In October 2022, however, the fast fashion and athleisure industry’s own initiative, Textile Exchange, reported that it’s unlikely that the fiber and materials market will stay within the 1.5°C pathway.

OUR analysis not only concurs, but concludes that the apparel sector will never reach either 2030 target if it continues to pursue misguided notions of what constitutes a sustainability metric and to rely solely on reporting to measure achievements.

Switching fibers is no sustainability fix

AS we shall demonstrate, so-called “Greenwashing” and “SDG Washing” are ubiquitous in both the sector and the BoF Index itself, and ‘sustainability’ focuses almost entirely on a red-herring. Namely that fashion and apparel can become sustainable simply by switching fibers, and that the most important determinant of any shoe or garment’s sustainability is whether it was produced from ‘preferred’ or ‘certified’ materials.

THIS conclusion is neither correct nor supported by the industry’s own data. Primary data collected for cotton found that the mean Global Warming Potential (GWP) in textile manufacturing was more than 8 times greater than that in fiber production. Whilst the generic data used by everyone from the Science-based targets (SBTis) to the brands themselves shows that globally, raw material or fiber production only represents about 10% of the apparel sector’s lifetime GHGs, and around 20% of production emissions. For climate change, the most important stage is manufacturing – representing roughly 60% of lifetime GHGs and around 80% of production emissions. Given the vast difference between countries in the carbon intensity of their energy systems, it is clear that the most important determinant of any item’s environmental impact at the factory gate is where it was manufactured. The industry ignores this. So does the BoF Index.

THERE is no robust independent evidence that ‘preferred materials’ such as organic cotton, or ‘responsible’ alpaca contribute to achieving either the SDGs or the Paris Agreement. As for plastic microfiber pollution and reducing fossil dependency, the only truly effective way of mitigating this is for brands to restrict the use of polyester and other plastic fibers to those applications for which there is no technical substitute. Whilst the simplest and most effective method of kickstarting a significant reduction in the use of hazardous chemicals, would be for brands to commit to sourcing only antimony-free polyester. However, neither the restriction of plastic fibers nor switching to antimony-free polyester is currently included in the industry’s sustainable apparel playbook or the BoF index.

Impact per wear as the only robust sustainability criteria

FASHION will not become sustainable unless and until consumers are persuaded to stop buying disposable attire, and to start cherishing, repairing,
and maintaining their clothes, so that every item can be and is worn enough times to amortize impacts in production and disposal. For this to happen, the cost of resale/repair/rental must be proportional to purchase or replacement cost. The costs of recycling must be lower than those of purchasing virgin materials and dumping unwanted discards in the global south. For the industry, and so the BoF Index, to pretend that simply offering collection and resale, applying eco design principles, or paying some flat waste charge as a function of sales, will somehow solve apparel’s waste problem is thoroughly misleading.

THOSE brands with a high impact per wear should be eliminated, and only those with a high positive socio-economic impact, combined with a low negative environmental impact per wear should remain. We obviously want consumers, legislators, and investors to have access to data that identifies which brands are best fulfilling this requirement. A BoF Index could be helpful to all stakeholders, but only if the underlying data is significantly improved. In fact, we would suggest that BoF and other such publications are taking a risk reporting bad data as representative of achievement and should insist on better data from the sector.

Introduction

Assessing sustainability in fashion is more complex than the industry itself is willing to admit. For decades, fashion brands have been projecting an image of sustainability concern and their successful advancements. Our research has shown however, that sustainability in fashion is mostly reduced to environmental aspects and that current sustainability measurement methods misrepresent the impacts that the industry is having on people and planet.

Our previous work has highlighted the fact that prevailing comparative fiber sustainability claims are not substantiated, and that the most important environmental impact metric is not impact at the factory gate, but impact per wear.

This paper builds on our previous work and further demonstrates that at the present time, the industry does not have the data needed to evaluate brand sustainability. Data needs to accurately reflect what it is supposed to represent. While the demand for greater transparency in the fashion industry has certainly resulted in the publication of more information, we are questioning whether the information provided is meaningful and can actually serve to advance sustainability in fashion.

The attempts to standardize measurement methods that capture the sustainability impacts of the industry are manifold. But from the Sustainable Apparel Coalition’s (SAC) Higg Material Sustainability Index (Higg MSI), and the World Resources Institute (WRI) Science Based Targets (SBTis), to the proposed EU Product Environmental Footprint (PEF), and the German Green Button program, everyone is trying to standardize on agreed impact values that have themselves been plucked from an assortment of commercial Life Cycle Analyses (LCAs) and academic papers, that are not standardized at all, and so produce values that scientifically, can neither be compared nor collated. Moreover, none appear currently to include country-specific manufacturing impacts and so seriously misinform as to real comparative climate footprint of the items concerned.

To inform and empower managers, consumers and investors, we need data that creates meaningful transparency over sustainability impacts. One powerful tool that guides all of these groups is sustainability indices, that assess companies and rank them in groups of best and worst performers. Indices are
appealing because they are easy to read. But they also bear a great risk: if not done well, they misguide consumption and investment decisions.

In this paper, we take a closer look at sustainability indices and come to the conclusion that currently such indices lead to further confusion and amplify misinformation about sustainability in fashion. They do this through the following flaws:

1. Indices replicate a reductionist understanding of sustainability. They focus on the assessment of environmental impacts. Whether measures/initiatives have any real impact in ending poverty and hunger is hardly considered.

2. Indices rely on publicly available sustainability information, typically self-reported by fashion companies and/or manufacturers. Without verifying this information, indices merely report on reporting. It is self-evident that such reporting, masquerading as transparency, increases brands' ability to game the system.

3. From the choice of weightings to what passes as 'achieving' any given target, there is considerable subjectivity in the way that these indices are calculated. This is not necessarily obvious to the reader.

4. Indices conflate transparency with meaningful insights and reward more available information without questioning whether these values measure what is supposed to be measured.

5. Indices assign too much weight to the notion that 'sustainability' is determined almost solely by fiber, when even the industry's own data does not substantiate this claim. For climate change, the most important stage is manufacturing – representing roughly 60% of lifetime GHGs and around 80% of production emissions.

6. Indices collect many indicators but fail to assess the most critical sustainability criteria, namely the average number of wears per garment produced. This is an extraordinary omission because when garments are used more frequently it reduces both the impact per wear and the volume of waste. Thus far, however, no attempts have been made to assess the quality and longevity of a brand's products, or how they market to consumers, as part of their sustainability ranking.

To illustrate our claims, we assess one industry index in detail: The Business of Fashion (BoF) Sustainability Index 2022. We find that the misapprehensions and shortcomings underlying the BoF Index appear common to all current attempts to assess sustainability in fashion. As such, we submit that the BoF Index is representative of an industry that may be well-intentioned about becoming more sustainable, but that has strayed from the correct path.

I. What does the BoF Sustainability Index claim to measure?

Unlike many commentators in 'sustainable' fashion, BoF does not make the mistake of claiming that sustainability is some vague and malleable concept. The BoF Index succinctly and accurately links 'sustainability' in Fashion with achieving both the SDGs, and hitting a 45% reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHGs) by 2030.

As to how BoF purports to measure this, we quote: "The Index is powered by public disclosures. Transparency is the cornerstone of any effort to drive meaningful change, establish accountability and benchmark progress."

In other words, the BoF Sustainability Index is measuring corporate narratives, not actual action. These narratives are mostly controlled by the companies themselves because they decide what and how much they want to disclose. For example, third parties rarely get independent access to the detailed sustainability information relating to the measures and measurements of greenhouse gas emissions.

Furthermore, the report's 5,000 'data' points are presenting binary responses to questions. This means that there is little nuance or context. This type of approach to assess levels of corporate sustainability is, however, not unique to BoF. In fact, reliance on public data and binary responses is in line with all other indices produced by the apparel sector that we have been able to identify.

As we shall outline here, as a result of a number of misconceptions, the BoF Index fails to capture sustainability in fashion. It captures neither
progress towards achieving the SDGs nor progress in reaching the Paris Agreement climate targets. That said, these misconceptions do not originate with BoF. BoF is simply reflecting the failings of the entire industry when it comes to accurately measuring sustainability in the footwear and apparel sector.

II. Misconception Number One

The BoF Index measures what matters most for sustainability in fashion

The crucial environmental impact metric in fashion is not impact at the factory gate. It is impact per wear. Clothes and accessories are neither like food, where the impact on the consumer in terms of nutrients per 100 grams, or portion, is the metric that matters, and products can be labeled accordingly. Nor are they like an electronic device, where the impact on the consumer is in power consumption in use, and products can be labeled accordingly. Instead, the denominator in apparel and leather is both almost infinitely extensible, and almost entirely in the hands of the end user. This is because the sustainability of any piece of apparel depends primarily on:\n
The number of wears/uses per item. If a pair of jeans have a production impact of 11 kg CO2e, and they are worn 10 times, that’s 1.1 kilos of CO2 per wear. If they have an impact of 20 kg CO2e, but they are worn 100 times, that’s only 0.2 kilos of CO2 per wear. Moreover, in the second case, after 100 wears there is only one pair of discarded jeans to process. In the first case, there are 10 pairs.

A garment’s sustainability is also influenced by:

How many times users clean the item and how they do this. Hand washing and line drying for example has a far lower carbon impact than a hot machine wash followed by a tumble dry.

How they dispose of the item when they no longer want it. This is in large part determined by whether the user purchased items both physically and economically capable of repair – leather rather than plastic shoes for example, and at a price point significantly higher than the repair cost. And whether those items were then maintained to a standard worthy of resale or gifting.

It automatically follows that for a brand, whether it is or is not sustainable – as pointed out in the introduction – is largely determined by what it makes and how it sells it. If Brand A produces cheap, badly made items, marketed by legions of ‘influencers’ whose north star is ‘never be seen twice in the same outfit’, or ‘how big is your haul’. And if Brand B produces using the highest quality raw materials, the finest artisanship, and markets without hype; then Brand B is almost certainly more sustainable than Brand A – no matter what their comparative production impacts might show – because Brand B’s products will be worn/used so many more times. If brand B’s garments can also be cleaned infrequently, at low temperatures, and do not shed harmful fibers in wash and wear, then the sustainability of B’s products would be further enhanced.

In line with the sector as a whole, the BoF Index does not consider the types of business models that underpin the different brands, let alone attempt to measure this. So, strictly speaking, the BoF Index is not a sustainability index.

III. Misconception Number Two

The BoF metrics focus on the primary source of carbon emissions

As already noted, the BoF Index attempts to measure brands’ contributions to meeting the SDGs, whilst simultaneously lowering their carbon footprint and reducing absolute greenhouse gas emissions, across the supply chain, by 45%, between 2010 and 2030. But are they actually measuring this?

The BoF Index, provides the following glossary of what they are evaluating when it comes to climate impact:

Scope 1 Emissions: Direct emissions from a company’s owned or controlled operations.

Scope 2 Emissions: Indirect emissions generated by electricity or heat purchased by a company.

Scope 3 Emissions: Indirect emissions that occur in the company’s supply chain or during consumer use.

Based on the sector’s own charts, as shown in Annex I, it is clear that scopes 1 and 2 together constitute somewhere between 1% and 11% of apparel’s lifetime emissions. While every little bit helps, and brands’ attempts to make their own stores and
operations more environmentally friendly are to be applauded, they are of little significance in the GHG race to 2030. What makes the biggest impact on the environment are scope 3 (emissions relating to primarily manufacturing in the supply chain as well as consumer use). As these scope 3 emissions are most relevant, the weight of measurement must be focused on these.

Most of the BoF metrics however, relate to scopes 1 & 2, and many do not relate to what the brand is actually doing, but rather measure commitments in the form of plans/targets/initiatives. We are not the only ones to point out that brands setting time bound targets that they then fail to deliver is an exercise in greenwashing, as it is quite without consequences. For example, in 2005, Patagonia committed to making all its polyester products recyclable by 2010.10 We are now in 2023, and as far as we are aware, little, possibly no Patagonia polyester whatsoever, is currently recycled fiber to fiber.11 Similarly, to quote The Clean Clothes Campaign:

“In its ‘Roadmap towards a fair living wage’ H&M promised 850,000 workers a living wage by 2018. H&M happily took the credit for that commitment in 2013, but today not a single worker is actually making a living wage.”12

Experience suggests then, that many of the time bound targets that BoF is using to rank brands on GHG emissions, will not in fact be realized either, and they are perfectly meaningless. The fashion industry is a highly competitive sector. Currently, Patagonia’s customers are willing to pay $139 for the notion of sustainability in a Capilene Air Crew sweater made with merino and ‘recycled’ polyester (rPET) obtained from plastic bottles. Genuine, fiber to fiber rPET, however, is considerably more expensive than the bottle based version. Similarly, if H&M would actually pay a living wage, but their competitors – Shein, Boohoo, Primark etc. – do not, H&M would most likely simply price themselves out of the fast-fashion market.

When it comes to Scope 3 (emissions from raw material production through manufacturing and assembly), the apparel sector has for many years been focused on a red-herring: that switching fibers will solve the sector’s sustainability problems and that, through ‘preferred’ fiber choices and ‘innovative materials’, brands will have a significant impact on global warming. But as Annex I demonstrates, the very same numbers that the industry uses to make comparative fiber sustainability assertions, in fact show that at best 9% to 15% – some 10% on average – of the lifetime climate impact of a garment can be attributed to the fiber production or the raw material phase. Recent claims by publications such as Forbes that brands can reasonably attribute “up to 80% of total product impact to raw materials (before the creation of the fabric and product)”13 are quite simply unsubstantiated. Much greater impacts are created in the textile manufacturing stages. Indeed, the WRI itself, in its Roadmap to Net Zero: Delivering Science-Based Targets in the Apparel Sector states that only 24% of production emissions can be attributed to fiber production. The vast majority of apparel’s GHG production emissions (76%) can be attributed to manufacturing.14

This is corroborated by the primary data collected for the 2016, Conventional cotton LCA used by both the PEF and the Higg MSI.15 This found that the mean Global Warming Potential (GWP) in textile manufacturing was more than 8 times greater than that in fiber production.16 For the industry and its funded initiatives to claim that fiddling with 10% of apparel’s lifetime emissions will reduce GWP by 45% by 2030, is to seriously mislead consumers, legislators, and investors. Fashion and apparel must focus on, and measure the stage with the greatest impact: manufacturing. Whilst the entire supply chain is complex and opaque, the manufacturing stage is also closer to the brands, and thus metrics are easier both to assess and to influence.

It follows that the simplest and most obvious place to start evaluating brand sustainability in GHG emissions, would be to rank brands by the relative carbon intensity of the electricity and heat generation of their manufacturing. Ideally, this would be primary, factory specific data. But where this is not accessible – and as Annex I shows, that currently appears to be the case for most material sourced by the leading fast fashion and athleisure brands – data on the carbon intensity of national grids is readily available. The gold standard is the IEA “Annual GHG emission factors for World countries from electricity and heat generation”.17

The Sphera GaBi database18 also provides an annually updated grid mix, which is used by the Higg MSI, and presumably the PEF. Sphera GaBi and the IEA
data are behind a paywall, but an annually updated, open source index for electricity (with lower absolute values than Sphera GaBi), is available on Our World in Data (OWiD). Another option is Carbon Footprint.

The values shown in each are slightly different, so the sector would need to align on one, but the relationships between the country scores appear fairly standard and thus serve as a good starting point to measure climate impacts of fabric and garment production in different locations.

Using the OWiD values, it is immediately apparent that brands sourcing their yarns, textiles, and cut and sew from most factories in Bangladesh, Turkey, Vietnam, and Cambodia will have a GHG impact in manufacturing that is about 20% lower than that of brands sourcing from such factories in India, Indonesia, and China. Whilst those sourcing yarns, textile formation, and cut and sew from the average factory in Pakistan, Italy, and Portugal, will have a GHG manufacturing impact that is 50-60% lower.

Table 1: Carbon intensity of electricity, 2020 (Indonesia n.a. for 2021)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Carbon Intensity of Electricity in 2020 gCO2e per kWh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td>422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Union (27)</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examination of BoFs ‘Emissions’ questions for 2022, however revealed that none whatsoever refer to which countries the respective brands were sourcing their manufacturing from. Indeed, brands like Hermès only score 36% for emissions, despite the fact that 80% of Hermès objects are made in France and France has one of the least carbon intensive grid mixes in the world. For 2020, OWiD estimates that the carbon intensity of the global grid mix was 422 gCO2e/kWh. But that of France was only 57 gCO2e/kWh.

By comparison, one of the top ranking companies in the BoF Index in the emissions category is the German sportswear manufacturer Puma, who scored 64% for emissions. Puma’s Global Core Factory List 2021 reveals that Puma’s goods are manufactured predominantly in China (63 suppliers), with an OWiD grid mix of 546 gCO2e/kWh, and Vietnam (54 suppliers), with a grid mix of 426 gCO2e/kWh. These are followed by Bangladesh and India (15 suppliers each), with a grid mix of 447 gCO2e/kWh and 626 gCO2e/kWh, respectively. We do not know the actual volumes sourced from each region, but clearly, for BoF to claim that Puma has the lowest carbon footprint is counterfactual and misleading to both consumers and investors.

The BoF Index’s omission to account for these differences in climate impacts of different sourcing locations reflects the sector’s reluctance to admit that sourcing locations matter. It’s an inconvenient truth for the fast fashion and athleisure industry that the textile producing countries that they source most of their fabrics from – such China, Vietnam, or India – have the highest carbon intensity power generation, and hence the greatest negative impacts on climate change. The sector’s solution – in the face of all evidence to the contrary – is to pretend that manufacturing location does not matter.

This misleading appearance is maintained by brands using prevailing metrics to evaluate their carbon emissions – either for their own sustainability reporting and/or to calculate and report on their science based targets. This is because, with the exception of proprietary scores, the Higg MSI does not in fact use its members’ primary data to calculate impacts for the manufacturing phase (we are more over informed that the PEF may end up employing the same system).

For spinning for instance, the Higg MSI uses Koç and Kaplan (2007). For knitting/weaving they use Van der Velden et al. (2014). The resultant kWhs
required per kilo are then multiplied by the carbon intensity of an ‘average’ global gridmix.\textsuperscript{29}

The only variable that can be changed is the type of fiber and the width of the yarn (dtex)\textsuperscript{30} and whether the fabric is knitted or woven, etc. There is no option to change the grid mix to reflect a lower or higher carbon intensive source, unless a manufacturer pays for a facility specific score to be added to the Higg system.\textsuperscript{31}

In short, according to the Higg MSI, brands’ manufacturing GHG emissions are identical, no matter whether they actually source their materials in France or Indonesia. Every single brand is purchasing 42% of their fabric from China, 28% from the EU, 7% from India, 5% from the USA, 5% from Turkey, 4.7% from Korea, 3.6% from Pakistan, 1.9% from Vietnam, 1.8% from Indonesia, and 0.7% from Bangladesh. But examining Puma’s Global Factory List 2021\textsuperscript{32} shows no tier 1 or 2 European suppliers whatsoever on a total of 219 facilities.\textsuperscript{33} That is 0% and nowhere near the 28% used in the Higg MSI weighting.

Whilst H&M’s Group Supplier list September 2022\textsuperscript{34} shows that of the 196 fabric, yarn, and tannery suppliers listed, including household textiles, only 3 are in the EU\textsuperscript{35}. Simply on a supplier count, let alone the volume of purchases, that is nowhere near 28% – it is not even 2%. Indeed, in calculating the grid mix for their 2019 report (see Annex I) Mistra Future Fashion included no EU countries in the weighting on the grounds that all the EU nations from which Sweden imported clothing in 2013-17 were transit countries.\textsuperscript{36}

Using the same weightings as the Higg MSI and employing 2020 values from OWiD as a proxy for Sphera GaBi grid impact scores, Table 2 shows the extent to which GHG emissions in manufacturing are being over/under estimated by brands using the Higg MSI. Those whose garment and fabric production is concentrated in China, India, and Indonesia are seriously understating their emissions. Brands manufacturing predominantly in Vietnam and Bangladesh or in Turkey and Korea, are slightly under/over-estimating respectively. But those who source their fabrics particularly from the EU, but also from Pakistan, and to a lesser extent, the USA are being penalized for emissions that they are not, in fact, creating.

In the specific case of the two brands discussed earlier, we can see that by using the Higg MSI, Puma is understating the GHG emissions from its Indian manufacturing by c30%; underestimating those of its Chinese manufacturing by c20%; and undervaluing the carbon impact of materials sourced in Vietnam or Bangladesh, by about 10%.

Similarly, for September 2022, H&M listed almost 80 fabric, yarn, and tannery facilities in China, a little over 60 in Bangladesh, almost 20 in India, and a handful in Indonesia and Vietnam. Whenever H&M uses the Higg MSI to estimate its manufacturing GHG emissions\textsuperscript{38}, it too will be clearly understating these by between 10% and 30%.

The use of the Higg MSI to evaluate impacts obviously, seriously underestimates real carbon emissions in fast fashion and athleisure’s most common manufacturing locations, and overstates the emissions of those brands – EU SMEs? – who actually source their fabric in the EU. It also automatically implies that the only important variable to consider in attempting to mitigate the climate impact of clothing purchases is raw material choice. In reality, that choice is insignificant compared to the difference in GHG impact determined by manufacturing location.
If used in the PEF, this would not only be extremely misleading to consumers, it would also harm those brands that produce in Europe and disadvantage European garment and fabric manufacturers.\textsuperscript{39} The system, moreover, hampers both investment in renewables at the manufacturer level, and GHG based sourcing, because there is no recognition for such investment and expense. Most brands are currently, apparently unwilling to pay a premium to factories that have invested in energy saving and renewables. And if there is no return on investment it will not occur. If brands were forced to calculate emissions based on the manufacturing countries from which they actually sourced, this would encourage the use of primary data, and it would financially justify the payment of a premium to both the brands management and its shareholders.

It is self evident that to use the Higg MSI to underpin ‘science based targets’, such as those of the WRI\textsuperscript{40} and to use these in turn\textsuperscript{41} to underpin proposed legislation such as the New York State Fashion Act, cements the status quo rather than drives change, and is counterproductive.\textsuperscript{42} Whilst it is true that Textile Exchange’s data shows that the country of origin for some 50% of member material sourcing is unknown\textsuperscript{43}, finished material sourcing locations are far easier to determine than the source of the raw fiber or feedstock which can be very difficult to identify.\textsuperscript{44} Indeed, many brands observe that they can identify which countries the processing facility concerned sourced its raw materials from, but not which went into the specific material that they purchased.\textsuperscript{45} For cotton for example (c20% of total fiber consumption), a spinning mill with a 72, or even a 36-bale laydown will generally blend at least 2 different growths (i.e. cotton from different countries), and maybe as many as 4. Whilst each country shipment could contain cotton sourced from dozens of different farms. Moreover, all of this can change from month to month, as the spinning mill mixes and matches the cotton it has on hand to meet its base specifications.\textsuperscript{46}

At the same time, it is clear that the manufacturing stage, followed by consumer use, generates the greatest GHG emissions. Not the raw material stage. Even where factory specific data is not available, independent data on country specific grid emissions is readily accessible (e.g. IEA). There is then no justification for not requiring brands to factor country-specific grid emissions into their Higg MSI, Germany’s Green Button, and/or PEF impact scores. This would enable consumers to choose garments that had demonstrably lower impacts in production, rather than pretending that the most important environmental consideration is what type of fiber was used.\textsuperscript{47}

Indeed, since the industry’s data shows that the use phase accounts for roughly 22% of apparel’s lifetime GHG emissions, compared to c10% in fiber production, it is clear that even relatively easy to achieve changes in consumer laundering practices would have a GHG impact that is as large as the potential savings from any conceivable fiber switch. It is self-evident that it would be far more useful if clothing sustainability labels transmitted these two pieces of information, rather than potentially encouraging consumers to think that they can shop guilt free, and so consume more, by simply switching fibers. Moreover, brands that have no specific country knowledge should be obliged to use the highest probable grid mix associated with the fabric concerned. This would both incentivise brands to trace sourcing, and reward them for shifting production to low carbon manufacturers.

To conclude, by omitting data on relative GHG emissions related to countries of production, the BoF Sustainability Index, like the sustainable apparel sector in general, does not provide any meaningful information on brands’ progress towards a 45% reduction in such emissions by 2030. Indeed, the index – like the sector – is actually misleading. It suggests that brands greenwashing their manufacturing in high-carbon nations with pledges and targets, are more sustainable than those whose manufacturing is concentrated in regions with low carbon intensive power generation. This automatically undermines progress towards low carbon manufacturing solutions and will actually hamper efforts to move towards a 45% reduction in emissions, not enhance them.

In this context, it is perhaps worth mentioning that both brands and legislators could find themselves on the wrong side of public opinion if they continue with this tactic. Hundreds of yoga teachers called out Lululemon over its sourcing from coal-powered factories in China and Taiwan, in September 2022.\textsuperscript{48} A SAC member, Lululemon reports that it assesses impacts using the Higg MSI. Or in other words,
that in its reporting to consumers and investors, the company currently underestimates its carbon emissions in manufacturing by more than 20%.49

IV. Misconception Number Three

The BoF metrics measure the sector’s contribution to meeting the UN SDGs by 2030, whilst minimizing climate impacts

A brief history of the SDGs is provided in Annex II. We conclude that contrary to its claims, the BoF Index fails to capture progress towards these objectives, whilst simultaneously misstating purported climate change impacts.

The overarching priorities of the SDGs are: No poverty, No hunger, and Good health and well-being for all.50 From the sourcing of fibers to the manufacture of finished garments, fashion and apparel are heavily dependent on the Global South, so the sector could, if it really wished, make a real and fundamental contribution to ending poverty and food insecurity.

To quote the UN International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD):

“The starting point for a world without poverty and hunger is the rural world. An estimated 3.4 billion people – around 45% of the global population – live in the rural areas of developing countries. Most depend on small, family farms for their income and sustenance.”51

Given that, as outlined in Annex I, the industry’s own data shows that raw material carbon emissions average only about 10% of the lifecycle total. Given also the difficulty brands have in identifying the specific sources of the fibers in any one product, along with the acknowledged absence of reliable data, we conclude that the most efficient and cost effective solution at the present time, when measuring the comparative sustainability of a fiber, is to focus on the extent to which its purchase contributed to SDGs one and two – No poverty, No hunger.

In the apparel industry however, as Textile Exchange’s own data shows, the focus is on what the New York Times has recently described as S.D.G.s washing,52 where brands attempt to vaunt the ‘sustainability’ of their products based on their support for secondary SDGs such as SDG 8 decent work and economic growth, or indeed, SDG 12 Responsible Production And Consumption, with very few focusing on the all important SDGs 1 & 2.53

Figure 1: SDG prioritization by Textile Exchange Members54
Materials

Assessing impacts of raw materials constitutes one of the BoF Index’s six categories, with 3 ‘targets’:

1. 100% Preferred Materials by 2022. This has a weighting of 26%. 55
2. 100% of natural fibers are from Regenerative Sources by 2030. This has a weighting of 48%.
3. Use only Recycled Polyester by 2030. This has a weighting of 26%.

We were, however, unable to identify a single one of the BoF Index’s yes/no questions that addressed the topic of earnings in supply chains – despite the fact that as Annex II shows, this is one of the bedrocks of the SDGs. Indeed, we have not been able to find any evidence from Textile Exchange, or others, that demonstrates any positive relationship whatsoever between what Textile Exchange declares to be a preferred material, and the income and food security of the farmers who produce it.

On the contrary, from the New York Times 56 to the sector’s own studies 57 and third party reports, 58 repeated analysis has found either no, or a negative relationship between Textile Exchange’s preferred fibers – organic and BCI cotton for example – and farmer health, income, and food security. Whilst Textile Exchange’s costly Responsible Alpaca Standard is demonstrably concerned not with the clean water and hunger of the indigenous farmers and their children – it is interested solely in the welfare of the alpaca herds. 59

Given the current turmoil in Sri Lanka – due in no small part to that nation’s ill planned decision to switch overnight to 100% organic cultivation last year 60 BoF’s failure to register that in the Global South, far from being synonymous with higher incomes and food security, organic cultivation has, in real time, been shown to contribute to quite the opposite, is surprising. Albeit, yet again, not so surprising, given that, as far as we can see, absolutely nobody in sustainable apparel has remarked on it either.

We should also note that SDGs 1 & 2 aside, it is far from evident that organic production contributes positively to SDGs 3 & 6 either. Organic cotton cultivation is heavily dependent on manure. And manure is toxic, to both people – particularly children – and to plant and animal life. 61 Indeed, in one of the sad ironies of Sri Lanka’s organic folly, a shipload of manure from China had to be turned back after samples revealed dangerous levels of bacteria. 62

As for reducing climate change, there is no evidence that organic production contributes positively to this either. For the past 8 years, the sector has made a number of unsubstantiated claims for the benefits of organic cultivation in terms of water saving and reduced GHG emissions. These were based on a misrepresentation of LCA outcomes published by Textile Exchange. 63 Recent rulings by the Norwegian Consumer Authority however, will hopefully have put an end to this. 64

The second and most important category for fiber sustainability, as far as the BoF Index is concerned, is that 100% of natural fibers should be procured from Regenerative Sources by 2030. Despite constituting 48% of BoF’s materials target to meet the SDGs by 2030. Despite constituting 48% of BoF’s materials target to meet the SDGs by 2030, the BoF Index glossary offers only this by way of definition:

“Regenerative Agriculture: Farming principles and practices that seek to reverse environmental damage and restore soil health in order to enhance biodiversity and enable carbon drawdown.”

It is self-evident that none of these objectives are reflected in the six most important SDGs, and how ‘Regenerative Agriculture’ whatever that might be, contributes to zero poverty and hunger, good health, education, gender equality, and clean water is not elaborated. Yet again, this omission accurately reflects a sector failure. There is currently a rush by brands to tout a switch to ‘regenerative’ agriculture as the solution to all fashion’s ills, and the industry’s own-created and funded initiative, Textile Exchange, appears to be the sole source of BoF’s Regenerative Materials targets – as indeed, it appears to be for many brands.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to enter into a discussion of the merits of the Textile Exchange’s Report Regenerative Agriculture Landscape Analysis (2022b). 65 Suffice it to say we could find nothing demonstrating a positive return to small-holders from transitioning to regenerative principles in this report. 66 To quote leading agronomist and agroecologist Alain Peeters:

“Regenerative agriculture is a trendy concept focusing on soil regeneration. It is a narrow concept [...] Regenerative systems that sequester carbon in soils but are not profitable or are based on worker’s exploitation are not sustainable or acceptable.” 67
As for the ability of regenerative agriculture to generate significant net sequestration of soil organic carbon (SOC), a recent meta analysis suggests that the evidence simply is not there. Current carbon emissions from global agriculture are estimated at +3.5 PgC/year. Estimates of maximum potential mitigation vary, but the most recent studies top out at 0.43 PgC/year. This is perhaps not surprising, no-till agriculture is already practiced on about one third of U.S. croplands and comes with its own potential additional emissions from the production of herbicides. Other methods of increasing soil carbon sequestration by irrigating, fertilizing, and so on, also come with their own emissions in production, reducing their net impact. Manure in particular, comes with significant carbon emissions attached. As they do with organic cotton production, Textile Exchange attempts to get round this by using tools such as Cool-Farm that allocate no manure production emissions to the crop carbon footprint.

Given that even in the USA – a market where traditionally few farmers have used it – manure is currently a ‘hot commodity’, and that the EPA estimates that in 2020, manure management accounted for 9% of US methane emissions, it seems to us unlikely that regulators – including the PEF – will be able to sanction such accounting acrobatics, and we would not recommend that any brand adopt such a system.

It is, of course, an excellent idea that farmers should be incentivised to farm in a manner that promotes carbon sequestration. But given the complexity of the topic and the difficulties in accurate measurement, evaluating regenerative impacts seems well beyond the capacity of fashion brands and their funded initiatives, and is clearly better left to those with greater expertise. On the other hand, supporting previous findings, Lessmann et al. (2021) highlight that to encourage both soil fertility and SOC sequestration, it is best to focus on agricultural soils with large yield gaps and/or where SOC values are below levels that may limit crop production. For cotton production an obvious candidate is sub Saharan Africa where ICAC data shows that 11 nations harvest the lowest yields in the world: between c100 and c370 kilos per hectare, or roughly half the global average. Focusing on increasing sub Saharan cotton yields would have the added benefit of making a very real contribution to SDGs 1 & 2. Indeed, given that the very data that is used to promote comparative fiber sustainability also shows that raw material production is not a major contributor to apparel’s lifetime GWP impact in any case (see Annex I for further detail), we would submit that fashion and its funded initiatives, should not be permitted to continue to distract attention with the false promise of preferred fibers significantly reducing global GWP impacts, and should instead be required to focus on promoting:

1. The quality and types of fiber that ensure social and physical longevity of the final product,
2. Fiber choices whose socio-economic impact would enable fashion to make a meaningful contribution to meeting the all-important SDGs 1 & 2 – no poverty, no hunger.

The third and final Materials target in the BoF Index is: Use only Recycled Polyester by 2030. This has a weighting of 26%. Currently, in apparel and fashion ‘Recycled Polyester’ is a misleading term. There is no significant commercially available polyester produced from recycled clothing. What the BoF Index is referring to is used plastic bottles recycled as polyester fabric.

When evaluating this recycling objective, the first thing to note is that of global PET production, 66% is devoted to textiles and 38% of that, to clothing (25% of the total). Packaging only represents 27%, albeit almost all of that (93%) is bottles. It follows automatically that if 25% is to supply 25%, and the entire textile sector switches to rPET as TE recommends, no bottles can be recycled as bottles. That is a clear violation of every premise of circularity. The use of rPET to make polyester, breaks a virtuous circle of bottle-to-bottle, and inserts a linear diversion: bottle - fabric - clothing - dump. That is the opposite of sustainable. As indeed, the soft drinks industry itself pointed out last year, when it “called on the European Commission to revise EU waste directives to prevent recycled PET bottles from being downcycled to non-food applications – such as fashion.”

Indeed, there already appears to be too much competition for used plastic bottles as feedstock, and it has long been claimed that some disreputable manufacturers simply use brand new bottles. Tests us-
ing an innovative German method at the end of last year, apparently revealed that “Randomly selected garments from a range of high street fashion brands were found to contain zero or very little recycled polyester – despite label claims to the contrary.”82

There is moreover, no obvious link between recycling plastic bottles and ending poverty and hunger. Whilst the assertion that recycling results in lower carbon emissions is contested. A 2021 Chinese study found that “The total carbon footprint of waste polyester recycling was 1154.15 kgCO2/100 kg, approximately ten times that of virgin polyester textiles production.”83 Indeed, the general consensus appears to be that future recycling based on used polyester clothing would come with an even higher carbon price tag.84

From the potential leaching of toxic antimony in wash and wear85, to the shedding of microfibers, the negative health and environmental impacts of plastic fibers in general, and of polyester in particular are both well documented and are not avoided by recycling.86

Based on the precautionary principle that underpins the UN’s own 1992 Rio Declaration on Environment and Development,87 it is clearly not possible to label any form of fossil based polyester ‘sustainable’. BoF’s claim then, that r-PET is sustainable, and contributes to attaining both 2030 goals – the realization of the SDGs and a 45% reduction in GHG emissions – is not substantiated. But it is pointless to blame BoF for this. The responsibility lies with myriad brands from Shein88 and BooHoo89 to Kering90 and Patagonia91, who all repeat this claim with impunity.

Workers Rights

The second area where brands could automatically and easily contribute to the all important SDGs 1 & 2, and indeed, SDGs 3, 4, and 5, is by paying a living wage in all manufacturing. Before looking at that however it is important to point out that some of the leading brands in the BoF Index were associated with human rights abuses in 2020, that are not covered in the BoF 2021 index, or indeed, the 2022 version.

The first such abuse is the sector’s involvement in sourcing cotton, not just from Xinjiang, China, but from the currently sanctioned XPCC, the paramilitary organization that has been directly implicated in Uighur oppression.92

Such cotton was moreover, sold to consumers as ‘preferred’ despite it being recorded knowledge that schoolchildren were obliged to pick cotton against their will, and that the XPCC was involved in the exploitation of prison labor, forced Sinification, and the appropriation of natural resources.93

In the light of the December 2020 US Withhold and Release Order, issued by US Customs and Border Protection, no cotton initiatives appear to be operating in Xinjiang at present, let alone in partnership with the XPCC.94 But the earlier involvement of the Better Cotton Initiative (BCI) was particularly egregious. With the approval and financial support of members of the Better Cotton Fast Track Program (BCFTP) – Adidas, BESTSELLER, C&A, H&M, IKEA, Levi Strauss, Marks and Spencer, Nike, Tesco, Tommy Hilfiger, and VF Corporation – BCI engaged the XPCC as an implementing partner, and actually gave the XPCC what appears to be over a €1 million in 2016.95

That said, until December 2019, Textile Exchange listed the standing director of the China XPCC Cotton Association as a Board Member.96 And until February 2020, Patagonia listed XPCC farms as the main source of their organic cotton.97 Nike, PVH, and Ralph Lauren also knowingly sourced organic cotton from XPCC farms.

The BoF Index makes no mention of this, and even lists some of those players – H&M, Adidas, Nike, PVH, etc. – as quite highly ranked for workers rights! Yet again, this is not surprising, as the sector itself has simply blanked any and all conversation around ‘preferred cotton’ from Xinjiang. Perhaps more disturbingly, despite all this being public knowledge, no brand or initiative has ever been held accountable by the fashion sector, its funded initiatives, or its journalists. Indeed, only the mainstream press has even made the connection, and their reports have been studiously avoided – not just by BoF, but by the apparel sector as a whole.98

The second abuse of worker rights that occurred in 2020, was COVID cancellations. Expecting to exploit the one sided nature of the brand/manufacturer relationship, a number of major brands – including some of those highly ranked for workers rights in the BoF Index – canceled signed contracts and refused to pay for supplies already purchased and goods already made and even shipped, in the conviction that
The Center for Global Workers’ Rights (CGWR) at Pennsylvania State University, its director Prof Mark Anner, and the Workers Rights Consortium (WRC), however, had other ideas. Or, as the Guardian put it; “H&M and Zara made a commitment to pay after Anner first revealed the scale of the cancellations in a CGWR/WRC report published at the end of March. Gap is among others that have since followed suit.”

The CGWR/WRC COVID-19 Tracker lists Inditex (Zara), H&M, PVH, VF Corp, and Gap as all having initially refused to pay in full for orders already completed/in production. Those brands all knew that if the manufacturers were not paid, they would not even be able to pay their workers the wages that they had been promised for the work that they had already done – let alone a living wage. But this did not prevent those 5 brands from attempting to shift the COVID burden of lost sales onto the workers whose rights they profess to hold so dear. Indeed, at the present time, Adidas is the subject of critical articles by the New York Times and others, as well as an ongoing CleanClothes Campaign, claiming that: “While adidas calls itself the worldwide leader in sports, it really excels at wage theft, labour rights violations, and harassment.”

To rank brands’ words on worker rights, higher than their actions, is clearly not an effective way to measure sustainability, which brings us back to the question of a living wage. Patagonia claims to have been working on paying a living wage in its apparel assembly factories since 2010. As of 2020, only 12 out of 31 of them, or 39%, were paying their workers a living wage, on average. If Patagonia is advertising this, they presumably believe themselves to be well above the norm in this respect.

As an aside here, BoF is not the only organization to rank brands on workers’ rights. Know the Chain produces an annual report covering solely this aspect of brand sustainability. Their 2021 Apparel and Footwear Benchmark Report – which like the BoF is based on public declarations – ranks Adidas top, followed by Lululemon.

The BoF index not only reverses this relative ranking but places both brands considerably below Puma and Inditex. How KtC manages to have such different workers’ rights rankings from BoF when both rankings appear based on public declarations is unclear. For Adidas however, we are told that: “The favourable [KtC] ranking is also the reason […] why current sustainability initiatives focus squarely on achieving climate neutrality, putting environmental metrics front and centre of their sustainability roadmap.”

Or in other words, since Adidas is highly ranked on labor rights by KtC, Adidas has apparently decided that their work in attaining zero poverty and no hunger is already done.

Failing specific data, the simplest and most effective way to measure whether any given brand pays a living wage throughout its supply chain is to ask where they manufacture. Brands manufacturing in countries/regions where the minimum wage is assessed to be a living wage should score highly on workers’ rights. Those manufacturing in countries where the minimum wage is well below a living wage should not – unless and until they can demonstrate that their factories pay considerably above the odds. Only brands manufacturing in France, Germany, Honduras, and parts of Italy would appear to currently satisfy this requirement. Which means that Hermès would score highest on a real-world ranking and top ranked Puma, which manufactures in none of these would join most of the other brands in the index – at the bottom.

Transparency

Along with ‘Emissions’ ‘Transparency’ is the highest scoring category for the brands evaluated in the BoF Index. How Transparency equates with sustainability is not demonstrated, and it is hard to understand how top scorer Puma, listing the names and addresses of some 222 factories, only one of which appears to pay a living wage, helps fashion attain the SDGs.

The 2021 Fashion Transparency Index includes the following expert statement: “Not only is transparency paramount to conscious purchasing practices, but it is the very foundation of accountability in terms of human rights and environmental issues. Uyghur forced labour is an example of the atrocities that can occur when companies are not able to verify what happens in their supply chains, and when they are not legally obliged to disclose information about their
That Patagonia was sourcing XPCC organic cotton was on their website. It was also on their supplier, Esquel’s website – along with a list of other brands who sourced from Esquel. As already mentioned, that BCI was partnered with, and was funding the XPCC, was clearly stated in the BCFTP annual reports.

Textile Exchange was equally candid about the fact that a standing director of the XPCC Cotton Association was on their Board. To suggest that fashion’s involvement in Xinjiang was due to a lack of transparency, flies in the face of the facts.

Similarly, Bovon and Perrin’s 2021 documentary Fast Fashion: The Real Price of Low-Cost Fashion, reveals that water supplies around Aditya Birla’s (AB) Grasim Nagda plant are so polluted that the company has been obliged to distribute free drinking water to 22 neighboring villages, 6 days a week, since 2018. According to the Environmental Justice Atlas, local villagers have been protesting the activities of this plant since 1980. Whilst researchers employed by Changing Markets Foundation and its collaborators for a 2017 report uncovered claims that Grasim controls both the Nagda hospital and Nagda labor unions and has been involved in payments to leading politicians across India – including current prime minister Narendra Modi. These payments have allegedly ensured that AB projects were approved despite local opposition, and that legal cases against AB were dismissed.

More recently, Rai’s 2022 documentary for Italian television claims Lenzing’s Indonesian subsidiary – PT South Pacific Viscose – is dumping un- or inadequately treated effluent into the neighboring water system. Local inhabitants appear to have been protesting this since 2019, but to little effect.

Both producers are top ranked on the industry funded Canopy Hot Button Report, and both appear to claim Zero Discharge of Hazardous Chemicals (ZDHC) participation. Moreover, H&M transparently lists both PT South Pacific and Birla’s Nagda plant amongst their MMC fiber suppliers. Whilst Puma transparently list sourcing viscose only from Lenzing – including PT South Pacific.

BoF and indeed the sustainable apparel sector’s claim that transparency is a measure or a guarantee of the sustainability of a brand’s sourcing does not appear to be substantiated either.

Having gone through four of BoF’s six impact categories and found no evidence whatsoever that these are accurately measuring brand sustainability, suffice it to say that measurement in the remaining two categories is no more robust. But yet again, this is not BoF’s failing, it is the sector’s failing.

**Water and Chemicals**

‘Water and chemicals’ is split into 4 targets:

1. Reduce water use to naturally replenishable levels by 2030 - 30%;
2. Eliminate harmful pollution across the supply chain by 2030 - 26%;
3. Actively engage in industry efforts to minimize microfibre pollution - 7%;
4. Eliminate all hazardous usage of chemicals by 2030 - 37%.

Clean water and sanitation is number 6 of the 2030 SDGs, so BoF’s targets do relate to one of the index’s two core objectives, and the absence of a direct relationship to reducing GHGs can be excused. The problem is rather that the stated targets do not demonstrably contribute to the objective concerned.

**Target 1**

What constitutes “naturally replenishable levels” of water use is not defined, nor is how this is to be measured, specified. Presumably, it is to be calculated by some scarcity weighting or water stress index such as AWARE or WSI.

A 2017 Australian research paper applied 3 different water scarcity indices in a study of milk production in SE Australia. Actual consumptive use in L H2Oe/L milk varied from 9.1 to 313. The scarcity weighted values however, varied from an average of 18 L H2Oe/L milk using WSIHH,EQ, to 6,616 L H2Oe/L using AWARE!

As Figure 2 demonstrates (see page 16), that is a massive difference. Which weighting is correct and who gets to decide? How would we feel if we were the producer whose actual consumptive use of water per kilo of milk was only 9.1 liters. But legislators – and indeed our competitors – proceeded to tell consumers that it was 6,616 liters?
There is clearly an ethical concern in allowing LCA specialists and fashion brands to unilaterally impose water weightings without consulting those who will bear the consequences. The Australian study assessed the three indicators according to scaling, interpretability, and coherence with LCA results, and deemed the AWARE indicator least suitable. AWARE however, is the system currently used in the Higg MSI and the PEF. At this point, we would submit that since such weightings are entirely subjective, it is not unreasonable to ask: should they be used to inform consumers at all?

As for the BoF Index, with no clear definition of how to measure ‘naturally replenishable levels’, assessing whether brands are actually reducing water use to that level sounds a bit like asking: “How long is a piece of string?”

**Target 2**

Is eliminating harmful pollution across the supply chain. Fashion appears to rely on two industry created/funded/directed initiatives to monitor this: AFIRM, and particularly, the aforementioned ZDHC.

H&M claim to have enrolled all their suppliers in the ZDHC programme Roadmap To Zero, and to be continuously monitoring wastewater and suppliers’ input chemicals.

But as we saw in Transparency above, H&M sources viscose from both Aditya Birla’s Nagda plant and from Lenzing’s Indonesian subsidiary – PT South Pacific Viscose. Both production sites have been documented to be currently implicated in the release of hazardous chemicals to both air and water, despite apparently being ZDHC compliant. It is beyond the scope of this paper to examine AFIRM and ZDHC in any detail. Suffice it to say that, like the BoF Index itself, ZDHC appears to be based on self declaration. But any manufacturer who has no qualms about releasing hazardous chemicals will presumably also have no qualms about sourcing test certificates to certify that it does not.

This is obviously unacceptable. The industry cannot be allowed to continue to operate in an echo chamber, using its own considerable financial clout to certify itself environmentally compliant and ever more ‘sustainable’, when independent evidence suggests that the only thing that has improved is appearance, and that the poor in the global south continue to pay the price of the north’s cheap fashion. Or as the Environmental Justice Atlas succinctly puts it,

“Despite gaining a high ranking on forest issues, investigations show that PT South Pacific Viscose might be linked to poisoning of villagers as well as air and water pollution.”

And,

“The largest viscose fiber plant in India may be linked to crop damage, water scarcity, pollution, disease and severe occupational health hazards.”

**Target 3**

When it comes to the third target: minimizing microfiber pollution – the quickest and simplest way to achieve this would be to observe the precautionary principle that all members of the United Nations signed up to in 1992, and to set targets for the elimination of plastic fibers in the apparel supply chain. Such targets are, however, nowhere to be found in the BoF Index. Yet again, this can hardly be blamed on BoF. There are no targets for the elimination of plastic fibers anywhere in the ‘sustainable’ apparel sector that we have been able to identify. Instead, brands divert attention with claims that r-Pet is the solution to all plastic problems, along with studies showing washing machines and wash cycles will fix micro-fiber release.

Brands however, it seems, would rather not use peer reviewed studies, undertaken by internationally acknowledged experts at leading universities, and published in globally recognised science reviews. They appear to prefer self-published studies, undertaken by funding ‘not-for-profits’ and working with washing machine companies.
This, despite the fact that fibers don’t just shed in the wash, they also shed in wear and disposal. In fact, polyester microfibers have been found on Everest. There are no washing machines on Everest, and water does not flow uphill.\textsuperscript{135}

Target 4
Finally, when it comes to BoF’s fourth water and chemicals target: Eliminate all hazardous usage of chemicals by 2030, we quote Chinese specialty polyester chip producer Decon:

“The heavy metal antimony has a certain degree of toxicity. It not only precipitates during the PET dyeing process and causes environmental pollution, but also brings 10,000 tons of antimony into nature every year after PET terminal products become garbage, causing irreversible pollution.”\textsuperscript{136}

Given that, at least in the EU, it is currently estimated that about 60% of the fibers used in clothing are synthetic, of which polyester is predominant,\textsuperscript{137} and that roughly 80% of all polyester is manufactured using antimony as a catalyst,\textsuperscript{138} the simplest and most effective method of kickstarting a significant reduction in the use of hazardous chemicals, improving the water and health of the global poor, would be for brands to commit to sourcing only antimony-free polyester.

If Herman Miller has already achieved this in home furnishings,\textsuperscript{139} it is difficult to understand, not only what is preventing the apparel sector from following suit – no brand, including eco-warriors Patagonia, has committed to eliminating antimony from their supply chain – but also why the prevalence and toxicity of antimony is excluded from the sustainable apparel conversation.\textsuperscript{140}

The BoF Index water targets then, like those of the sector itself, do not accurately capture impacts – from emissions to water use. Simple measures like switching to antimony-free polyester, and restricting plastics to items that cannot readily be made in any other fiber type, are overlooked. And the finger is pointed at farmers for using water – based on weightings, which unbeknownst to most consumers and regulators, are inflating actual consumption by 2,000% or (considerably) more.

Waste
Waste, the lowest scoring category of the six – has 3 targets:
1. Eliminate waste to landfill and virgin and single-use plastic packaging by 2025 - 30%;
2. Establish waste-free production by 2030 - 27%;
3. Establish a circular business model by 2025 - 43%.

The link between these targets and the SDGs is far from clear. The fashion waste problem in the global south is dominated by cheap cast offs, exported – often in the guise of recycling – to poorer countries, particularly in sub-Saharan Africa. We quote the EU’s own environment agency on the topic:

“EU consumers discard about 5.8 million tonnes of textiles annually – around 11 kg per person – of which about two thirds consist of synthetic fibres. In Europe, about one third of textile waste is collected separately, and a large part is exported.”\textsuperscript{141}

Clearly, at least 66% of EU used clothing exports are plastic. These mountains of ever diminishing-quality clothing – not just from the EU, but from North America, China, and elsewhere – pollute both sea and land. Kantamanto in Ghana is the best known example,\textsuperscript{142} but the problem is experienced from Senegal\textsuperscript{143} to Cameroon. And whilst all eyes have been on Kantamanto, similar mountains of unwanted, largely plastic clothing, have been uncovered in Kenya\textsuperscript{144} and Chile’s Atacama Desert.\textsuperscript{145} Kenya imports perhaps 200,000 tonnes of used clothing a year, almost double the amount imported in 2013, about a third of which local processors claim is not wearable.

As for Alto Hospicio, in Chile, we quote Matteo Ward:

“Nobody really knows how much textile waste is currently being dumped there: cautious reports claim that there are approximately 59,000 tons a year, while others speak of more than 150,000 tons every year. The clothes arrive in cargo ships, packed in bales, and are sold by weight to local markets or traffickers in neighboring countries. Buyers cannot select or sort for quality: they buy a closed bale and they gamble, hoping to find good merchandise for resale. Once the bales are opened and the products are checked, whatever is considered unfit for resale or remains unsold is trashed into the desert.

The material composition and manufacturing of these clothes make them practically impossible and
economically unsustainable to recollect, repurpose or recycle. This despite the fact that most of the brand-names I’ve found buried in the sands of the Atacama Desert continue to spend an enormous amount of energy and resources to promote their circularity goals, ‘sustainable materials’ and/or garment take-back programs. When clothes are designed and built to stay low – in costs, physical resistance and emotional durability – they can only go lower. And any other attempt to lift them up and recapitalize them in a circular economy will be an economically unsustainable exercise.”

In other words, consumers are not dumping their Shein, H&M, and C&A skirts when the zip breaks because those skirts’ zips cannot be replaced. They can be. But the cost would be as great or greater than that of purchasing the same skirt, brand new. Similarly, transaction costs would appear to prohibit the sale, let alone rental of a top that cost €5 or €7 to begin with. Threadup, for example, has a very long list of brands whose items are ineligible for a payout because their processing costs are higher than their resale value. Ineligible brands include Levi Strauss Signature, H&M, and Next (and of course, Shein).146

Similarly, Vestiaire Collective have recently stated that they will phase out fast fashion sales from their website. This, in the name of sustainability, albeit BoF claims that such items only constituted 5% of Vestiaire’s listings in the first place (considerably less of the value), so this too may be as much a reflection of economics as anything else.147

Some 11 of BoF’s ‘waste’ questions refer to resale, rental, and/or repair. But clearly, offering resale, rental, and repair will change nothing unless and until the cost is proportional to the price of a new product. In fact, arguably, re-sellers like Thread-up promoting the notion that buying second hand is “All Thrills, Zero Guilt” and “reduces your carbon footprint by 82%”, not only misleads consumers, by suggesting that how many times they wear each item is unimportant, but actually buttresses the current mindset that you can’t be seen in the same outfit twice.

How many of Threadup’s ineligible brand items end up dumped after the 30 day sale window closes? And where does Threadup send them? To Ghana and Chile, or to Kutch, India, where garments arrive in such good condition that the workers believe that water in the global north is more expensive than clothes, and so we throw them out rather than wash them?148 A slight misconception perhaps, but one that nonetheless better captures the reality of global clothing waste than the fanciful notions of ecode-sign and circularity which dominate the sustainable apparel conversation.

BoF’s waste targets – not surprisingly, and yet again, we cannot blame BoF for this – reflect the Fashion industry’s narrative of circularity and waste reduction, not the reality, which like everything else, will be determined by economics. For fast fashion the economics simply aren’t there.

V. Case Illustration
Shein

To illustrate our points, we used the BoF Index methodology to assess one of the fastest growing but also most controversial fashion brands of our time: Shein.149

When we started work on this report, with the help of a research assistant, we identified 41 questions in the BoF Index for which Shein’s public disclosures would – in our opinion – have been sufficient to generate a yes response. And we noted that many of these declarations date only from the beginning of 2022. That score would have been sufficient to place Shein in the lower segment, just above the Italian sportswear brand Fila. During the course of our work, however, Shein made additional public declarations on both reducing absolute Greenhouse Gas emissions,150 and on offering resale.151 These would
likely bring Shein up to 54 ‘yes’ answers to BoF’s binary questions, lifting the company a further two places in the ranking.

As we were finalizing this paper, Shein made a further announcement, that in response to a recent, critical, UK television documentary (see below) it would make further commitments to workers’ rights. Moreover, unlike brands such as Levi Strauss which has committed to a 40% absolute reduction in supply chain GHG emissions, without offering any serious matching funding pledge, Shein will be providing $15 million of its own money to help upgrade hundreds of factories in its supply chain.

We did not have time to evaluate the impact that these new commitments would have on Shein’s BoF ranking, but it is clearly not impossible that by the time the company’s rescheduled US IPO takes place in 2024, Shein will have reached the top quarter of the BoF ranking, satisfying US investors that it is a ‘sufficiently sustainable’ brand. This means that its public sustainability engagement, while not top, will be considered good enough to invest.

Shein’s public sustainability signaling however, stands in stark contrast to its actual business model. Shein makes profits based on selling large volumes of low-priced fashion items to consumers.

As a company that produces thousands of new products daily (reports vary from 1,000 per day to 6,753) and that relentlessly markets drops and discounts to its customers, with a host of ‘influencers’ and collaborators posting $1000 ‘hauls’ on Youtube, Shein cannot be a sustainable brand. Given Shein’s business model, it is secondary whether Shein uses rPET or organic cotton. The real problem for Shein’s sustainability is that the company aggressively promotes the minimal number of wears of a Shein product and the continual purchase of new products. Shein is moreover based in China, and appears to source the entirety of its offering – from spinning to garment manufacture – from that country. This of course means that an accurate evaluation of a brand’s carbon impact, rather than the fanciful notions currently employed, would place Shein amongst those at the bottom of any emissions ranking.

For those who ask: “Can fast fashion ever be sustainable?” The answer is no, because the most relevant sustainability measure is impact per wear. If ‘fast’ means rapidly purchased and rapidly discarded, a brand can never be sustainable, neither for people nor for the planet. Shein is an ultra-fast fashion brand that thrives thanks to large volumes sold that likely go into landfills after very few wears.

Even should it be the case that expanded offerings from brands like Shein address the needs of different niche groups and that each of these actually wears the average garment 100 times, the problem of fast fashion’s failure to internalize the externalities of its low cost production remains.

Clothes produced by workers who were not paid a living wage can never be deemed sustainable. Purchase contracts including punitive delivery conditions and razor thin margins, that oblige manufacturers to cut costs by outsourcing to cheaper and less reputable producers, failing to run their effluent treatment, and forcing their workers to put in excessive hours with crushing production targets, can never be sustainable. For example, a recent investigative report by UK television’s Channel 4 on Shein’s production conditions, highlighted a range of issues related to working conditions, including very low wages.

Shein responded by commissioning their own audit from Intertek and TUVR. This found some of Channel 4’s findings false, some to represent misunderstandings, and some – excessive hours worked for example – to be true.

**Conclusion**

Our hope in writing this report is that BoF and others will take it in the spirit in which it is intended. We are categorically not naming and shaming that respected publication. BoF, in their sustainability index, have accurately captured and distilled what fashion is claiming is making the sector more sustainable. It is this that is wanting.

As we have demonstrated in this paper, current metrics in sustainable fashion do not capture essential truths, and are therefore, not fit for purpose. There is nothing nefarious about all this. At the moment, there is no economic benefit in walking the walk – only in talking the talk. Until this changes, nothing else will.

Brands must be obliged to declare the carbon intensity of their manufacturing based on the grid mix...
of the actual location – not some fictitious average which suggests that location and factory make no difference, and that the burden for climate change in fashion can be shifted onto farmers in the global south.

Brands should not be allowed to mislead consumers by suggesting that what makes an item sustainable or otherwise is the choice of fiber, when in reality, raw material production represents only a minor part of the product’s lifetime GHG emissions.

Those wishing to parade their sustainability must either manufacture in low carbon nations – and pay the considerably higher costs for both power and labor. Or they must manufacture in facilities in high carbon nations where the owners have invested heavily in GHG mitigation – and pay the cost premium that reflects and rewards such investment, encouraging sustainable innovation. The rest is not only ‘just talk’ it is, and has been, a barrier to real change.

Sustainability is not a marketing concept. Sustainability is not part of the conversation in order to enable brands to sell or as the NCA recently put it, “Green claims for products are not a human right for brands.”

Sustainability is there because it is a social and environmental imperative.

The most sustainable brand is the one with the lowest impact per wear. Even if brands focus on reducing the GHGs associated with their manufacturing impact, rather than messing around with fiber switching, if they continue to produce and market in such a manner that the outcome is very few wears per item produced, they should obviously still fall at the bottom of any sustainability ranking.

Whilst data on average number of wears is currently conspicuous by its absence, Ingun Klepp and Sifo in Norway have a simple and effective suggestion – all apparel should be labeled with a QR code identifying the brand and the date the item was put on the market, as well as the fiber composition. Waste and recycling facilities would scan these upon receipt of the discards. After a couple of years, comparing the outcomes to the respective brands’ sales volumes, a pattern would develop. Those producing garments with a shorter service life and/or more expensive waste treatment (lack of recycling options) should not only pay the most in producer responsibility levies, they should also rank lowest for sustainability.

As for fashion as a whole, in order to be sustainable, it must sell fewer items. This does not mean that each and every brand must sell fewer items. On the contrary – and this is one reason why we are opposed to legislative measures such as the proposed New York Fashion Act that appear to intend to impose production caps based on the status quo – those brands with a high impact per wear should be eliminated completely, and only those with a high positive socio-economic impact, combined with a low negative environmental impact per wear should remain.

We are firm believers in the efficacy of market forces. It follows automatically that it is desirable and contributes to the achievement of both 2030 goals, if brands are required to distinguish themselves to both investors and consumers on these grounds.

To do this, they must evaluate both their sourcing and their marketing – not just the former – and check what data they have, or could get, that enables them to distinguish their product on the metrics that we have identified – GHG emissions, income to the poor, extended use/wear, elimination of antimony, mitigation of plastics, etc. – and they should communicate that.

We obviously want consumers, legislators, and investors to have access to data that identifies which brands are best fulfilling these sustainability requirements. A BoF Index could be helpful to all stakeholders in this context, but only if the underlying data gets better. Indeed, we would suggest that BoF and other such publications are taking a risk reporting bad data as representative of achievement, and should insist on better data from the sector, in order to maintain their own professional integrity.
Annex I

The relative importance of different life-cycle stages in the total lifetime climate impact of apparel – all eyes should be on manufacturing

The charts shown in this Annex come from:
1. A 2020, UNEP report\textsuperscript{163} that is based on Quantis’ WALDB data. (Figure 3)
2. H&M’s 2019 sustainability report.\textsuperscript{164} (Figure 4)
3. A 2019 report\textsuperscript{165} by Mistra Future Fashion, evaluating Swedish apparel consumption. (Figure 5)
4. A 2018 report measuring the impact of global fashion, written by LCA and WALDB database providers, Quantis.\textsuperscript{166} (Figure 6)
For this chart please note: “EXCLUSION OF USE PHASE, This typically high impact stage was not included.” The use phase includes primarily GHG impacts in laundry and transport (shopping).
5. A summary of a 2015 LCA of LEVI’S® 501® JEANS.\textsuperscript{167} (Figure 7)

The Levi Strauss LCA, of course, does not appear to consider all fibers – only cotton. “Today, it is estimated that about 60% of fibers used in clothing are synthetic”\textsuperscript{168} and GHG emissions in the production of plastic fibers, predominantly polyester, are higher.\textsuperscript{169} Levis incidentally, provide an updated evaluation of their lifecycle emissions in their 2021 Sustainability report. This shows that across all fibers in the Levi Strauss supply chain, GHG impact in raw material production has fallen from 9% to 7% of the lifetime total, whilst GHGs emitted in fabric production have risen from 27% to 39%.\textsuperscript{170}

As all of these charts show, the industry’s own data attributes no more than 7 - 15% of apparel’s lifetime GHGs to raw material or fiber production.

Simple mathematics tells us that if we are trying to achieve a 45% reduction on 2010 emissions, focusing on only 10% of those emissions cannot possibly achieve this. The largest share of apparel’s lifetime climate impact is accounted for by manufacturing, which averages 60% in the 5 tables below. And in the use phase, which on average accounts for 16 - 37% of lifetime GHG emissions.
Only 24% of production emissions can be attributed to fiber production. The vast majority of apparel’s GHG production emissions (76%) can be attributed to manufacturing.

Whilst the 2016 Cotton Incorporated conventional cotton LCA – which was based on primary factory data – found that for the ubiquitous cotton t-shirt, GHG emissions in manufacturing are almost 8 times those of raw material production. As an aside here, this clearly demonstrates that recycling fibers is not the silver bullet that it is portrayed to be. The industry’s much vaunted circularity initiatives may help to reduce landfill, but they will have little impact on climate change. The bulk of the carbon emissions in manufacturing are in spinning through to dyeing, finishing, etc. and replacing virgin with recycled fibers will not change these.

Further validation of our selection of studies to consider is provided – entirely coincidentally – by The UN Fashion Industry Charter for Climate Action, Climate Action Playbook (2020), which also uses reports 2-5 above to illustrate GHG emissions across the fashion value chain.

The WRI itself – which is both source and validator of the SBTis that the BoF Index refers to, both references the Levi Strauss LCA as indicative of respective life cycle impacts, and shows the following distribution of GHG impacts across the production cycle:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact Category</th>
<th>Units (kg CO2-eq.)</th>
<th>Global Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GWP (with credit)</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>5.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GWP (without credit)</td>
<td>1.326</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are, of course, reports that attribute a greater percentage of apparel’s GHG impact to fiber production, but those we have identified, appear flawed. For example: Fashion on Climate was published in August 2020.

This report was “part of a multiyear strategic-knowledge partnership between the Global Fashion Agenda and McKinsey & Company. The partnership aims to present research and a fact base on the priorities of CEOs and to guide and mobilize industry players in taking bold action on sustainability.” That paper found that 38% of GHG impact came from material production. Closer examination however, reveals that the underlying assumptions for the GHG emis-
sions in cotton production were not substantiated, and considerably overstated cotton’s raw material climate impact. The report claimed around 310 million tonnes of CO2e, or nearly 11.5 tonnes per tonne, are emitted annually in cotton cultivation. The reality is that less than 2.0 tonnes of CO2e are emitted per tonne of cotton fiber.

The report claimed around 310 million tonnes of CO2e, or nearly 11.5 tonnes per tonne, are emitted annually in cotton cultivation. The reality is that less than 2.0 tonnes of CO2e are emitted per tonne of cotton fiber.

![Figure 11: Apparel And Footwear Value Chain GHG Emissions In 2018](image)

**Fashion on Climate – How the Fashion Industry can Urgently Act to Reduce its Greenhouse Gas Emissions**

A slightly modified version of this chart (Figure 12) was recently produced by BoF itself, in its November 2022 publication: The State of Fashion 2023, co-authored with McKinsey.

![Figure 12: Material production creates the greatest climate impact across the fashion lifecycle](image)

It is true that we have ourselves been seriously critical of the validity of the industry’s impact data in all our earlier reports. We believe however, that on balance more accurate data might not change the percentage allocation to fiber production significantly.

1. The raw material GHG impact of polyester is seriously underestimated. Accurate data would increase fiber’s share.

2. Leading brands in terms of volume of output, appear to manufacture largely in Asia. Their GHG impact is also seriously underestimated by using methodologies like that of the Higg MSI, that are based on Koç and Kaplan (2007) and Van der Velden et al. (2014), combined with a grid mix whose carbon intensity is considerably lower than that of the countries concerned. Accurate data would increase manufacturing’s share.

3. Consumer impact is very sensitive to wash assumptions and the electricity mix employed. Sandin et al found that using the Swedish electricity mix resulted in the use-phase laundry contributing only 2.9% of lifetime impact. Substituting the EU electricity mix increased use-phase laundry’s share to 12.8%. Whilst the Levi’s LCA showed that if for US consumers, the assumed number of wears between washes was increased from an average of about 3 to 10 wears, GHG impact would fall by 77%. Accurate data could result in this share rising or falling.

4. While we don’t have access to the data that underpins these end-of-life claims, there is reason to believe that end-of-life impact is understated. The US EPA estimates that “Municipal solid waste (MSW) landfills are the third-largest source of human-related methane emissions in the United States, accounting for approximately 14.5 percent of these emissions in 2020.” By comparison, enteric fermentation accounted for 24% and manure management, as already mentioned, for 9%. This suggests that more accurate data might result in this share rising.

In other words, in terms of percentage allocation, the net result of using more accurate data in all categories might well be to largely cancel each other out, and the obvious conclusion is that if the industry is to reduce GHG emissions by 45% by 2030, it must focus on, and measure, its actual impact in manufacturing.

Under the prevailing system this will not happen, because most brands simply do not appear to have primary data on their fabric sourcing. As we pointed out in our report *The Great Green Washing Machine*...
Part 2: The Use and Misuse of Sustainability Metrics in Fashion

Textile Exchange’s 2020 Material Change Insights Report revealed that 54% of participants, accounting for 77% of uptake volume, did not know which country their polyester came from (page 99). This was a significant increase from 2019, when only 42% of participants, accounting for 48% of uptake volume, had no idea from which country their polyester was sourced (page 79). For the other fibers covered, in 2020, 42% of the uptake volume of cotton came with no known country of origin, and the same applied to 65% of polyamide, 60% of the feedstock for manmade cellulosics (MMCs), 55% of wool, and 60% of leather. The 2021 Insights Report shows little improvement. Transparency over country of origin for cotton, polyester, and MMC volumes is up slightly. That over polyamide and leather is down, whilst wool remains unchanged.

Moreover, Textile Exchange’s 2019 report, also reveals that when it came to participating companies’ self-assessment of their data quality and accuracy, only 7% thought it fully accurate, and 41% thought their own data quality and accuracy was average or worse (page 101). It should moreover be noted that even knowing with certainty that one sourced fabric in China or India does not automatically equate to having primary data.

It is self-evident that whether for their own SBTi calculations, or to comply with legislative requirements such as the NY Fashion Act, the larger brands in particular will be using the Higg MSI to calculate the production impact of most of their materials. They will, as a result, both be seriously underestimating their own carbon emissions and preventing substantive change.

Annex II
A Brief History of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals

Prior to the SDGs we had the MDGs. Established following the Millennium Summit of the United Nations in 2000, the target date for meeting these was 2015. The overarching aim of The UN’s Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) was to end extreme poverty and hunger, followed by the achievement of universal primary education and gender equality, and then, three health related targets.

We now have the SDGs. Created in 2015 with a target date for achievement of 2030, there are 17 of these. Eradicating poverty and hunger was not achieved in 2015, and has now been split into two goals. The three health targets – which were also not met in 2015 – have been combined into one, but the principal critical objectives remain the same: Ending poverty and hunger, whilst ensuring good health, good education, and gender equality for all.

As an industry that is heavily dependent on the global south, fashion is uniquely placed to promote and support attainment of the SDGs. From the sourcing of fibers to the manufacture of finished garments, the apparel and leather sector, could, if it really wished to, make a real and fundamental contribution to ending poverty and food insecurity, and ensuring good health, quality education, and clean water for the millions of global poor who toil...
in its extended supply chains.

As the UN itself pointed out in the early stages of the development of the SDGs\textsuperscript{194} raw materials – such as cotton, silk, and alpaca – play a vital role in the economies of many emerging nations and poor rural areas and a greater return would make a huge difference to the millions of farmers concerned. It is also self-evident that paying a living wage in shoe, bag, and apparel manufacturing would make a direct and immediate contribution to hitting SDGs 1 & 2.

Some commitment to the SDGs is currently almost ubiquitous across the apparel industry. But to quote a recent piece in the New York Times:

“There have been concerns that companies […] are publicly supporting the goals as a way to burnish their image rather than make real change”.

The extent of this “SDGs washing” was recently evaluated in Japan and showed that 32% of companies surveyed were making the SDG 8 (Decent work and economic growth) a priority. Support for “no poverty”, “zero hunger”, “clean water and sanitation,” was less than 7%\textsuperscript{195}.

A similar situation appears to prevail in the apparel sector, with everything from educational courses\textsuperscript{196} to Textile Exchange publications\textsuperscript{197} focusing on the opportunities fashion provides to meet SDGs 7-12, particularly the omnipresent SDG 8 “decent work and economic growth,” and glossing over the imperatives of SDGs 1-3.

Indeed Textile Exchange’s 2021 Material Change Insights Report shows that participating brands – many of them listed in the BoF Index, including top scorers Puma, Kering, Levi Strauss, H&M, Burberry, VF, PVH, and Nike – ranked the most important SDG for sustainable apparel to achieve as “SDG 12 Responsible Production and Consumption”\textsuperscript{199}. How is it possible to claim to be promoting responsible consumption, whilst buying into Black Friday?

How is it possible to claim to be producing responsibly when paying workers and farmers in the supply chain well below living wages? Indeed,
Endnotes


8 We use this whenever possible, as that report remains open access. Whilst we have received free copies of both the 2021 and 2022 publications, the 2022 Index report is behind a paywall – at a cost of £3,495.00 for the report and raw data – the 2021 raw data in Excel format is available but at a cost of £995 excluding VAT. Looking at the 2021 Index, we can see that, specifically, a list of “338 different metrics” – actually yes/no questions – was compiled by BoF’s “12 respected global experts in sustainability”. BoF then combed freely accessible public disclosures, made up to December 31, 2020, by the largest five publicly listed companies in each of 3 categories: luxury, high street, and sportswear – 15 companies in total. If those disclosures were deemed to match BoF’s list of questions sufficiently to generate a yes answer, the brand got a tick or point. No, or insufficient disclosure generated a “no” score by default. The points were then summed. The final score in each of the 6 categories represented the percentage of Y/N for which the brand scored a point in that category. All 6 category scores were weighted equally to arrive at the final percentage score. The 2022 index is based on: “200+ binary (yes / no) metrics to enable like-for-like comparisons of sustainability performance across 30 fashion companies”. Specifically, the largest 10 companies across 3 segments: Luxury, High Street, and Sportswear. As noted, the 2021 report only covered 5 companies in each segment and used “338 metrics across six categories to measure performance against 16 ambitious environmental and social targets”.

9 Carbon dioxide equivalents.


12 Incidentally, major brands like Patagonia and Shein are not included in the BoF Index because they are privately held and not publicly listed.


23. Puma were the top scorers overall. In 'emissions' they rank second after Levi Strauss.
25. One factory was listed in low intensity Austria. This factory may also pay a living wage. See part IV. Misconception number three – Workers Rights.
26. "According to the current draft/ 5.1.2. Life cycle stage 2 – Manufacturing: Primary data for processes and technologies shall be used to select the most relevant dataset from the EF 3.X database. Specific location and loss rates shall be used to edit the datasets (country energy mix as a minimum, specific energy type and amount if data are available)," Source: Baptiste Carriere-Pradal 3 November 2022. When brands do not have primary data, the WRI SBTI permits the use of the Higg MSI. It remains to be seen what the PEF will permit.
29. The Higg MSI obtains this by taking the following annual grid mix data published by Sphera GaBi (email from the SAC of 20 September 2022).
41. For those brands that do not have primary data, which in the case of fast fashion and athleisure, appears to be most. See Annex I.
A non-profit organization focused on accelerating climate action in the textile industry through standards and research that encourage the uptake of fibers that are produced in a more environmentally and socially responsible manner compared to alternatives.

How or why these weightings were arrived at, is unclear.

---


Ignoring farmer protests, the advice of all the nation’s agricultural experts, as well as medical evidence, the Government persisted with this folly.

In “September, the country declared an economic emergency to

In November, the organic ruling was overturned. Too late. The combined impact of all of these misfortunes – COVID, unavoidable, the organic folly, self-imposed – was soaring prices, even less foreign exchange, as this had to be diverted to purchase needed rice and other essential food imports, and increasingly chronic fuel shortages. These shortages proceeded to hit the tourism industry, which was only just beginning to recover, further exacerbating the forex situation.

One of the authors of this report visited Sri Lanka in February 2022. Her guide was unable to fulfill the contract as agreed, because he simply could not get the fuel needed for his eco-friendly vehicle. Not surprisingly, his bitterness was palpable, his message to BoF and the sustainable apparel sector clear: “Rice 12 months ago was 60 rupees per kilo. Now it’s 150/kilo. We have to import from India and China, but there is no foreign exchange. The Government say they care about health. But what about our health. We have no money. We cannot eat.”

63 Bates-Kassatly, V. (2022, September 1). Real or not Real? Debunking some of the assumptions in our industry. https://www.veronicabateskassatly.com/read/ibfuw5psstfcl8swm464yyo3ee-i8a6dE
66 Textile Exchange quotes one Indian initiative, but not only are the claims self declared, not independently verified, and so almost certainly overstated, two very different figures for the annual incomes of participating farmers are cited: a) “Before working with us, farmers were making about $400 per acre yearly. A really good yearly income was $700 per acre. Now they earn over $1400 per acre.” And b) “I would not say that is a fair relationship, because it is still only 200 dollars a month per acre for farmers. But at least it is a good root to start from.” ($200x12 = $2400).
67 Peeters, A. (2022). Regenerative agriculture is a trendy concept focusing on soil regeneration. It is a narrow concept that does not disturb people. LinkedIn.
68 We are grateful to Allan Williams for drawing our attention to this report.
69 PgC = Petagrams of carbon – 10^24 grams of carbon
96 Screenshot of 23 September 2019.
97 Screenshots of 13 February 2020 and 18 December 2019.
102 Clean Clothes Campaign. (2022, October 24). While @adidas calls itself the worldwide leader in sports, it really excels at wage theft, labour rights violations, and harassment. Instagram. https://www.instagram.com/p/CkGcjefuRWL/
shown to have significant impact on microfiber shedding. Ocean Wise. https://ocean.org/blog/wash-cycle-conditions-shown-to-have-significant-impact-on-microfiber-shedding/


Indeed, despite a 2019 promise that "The two sides will publish their results and case studies so the information can serve as a model and an inspiration to other brands and suppliers", nothing has appeared. (See: International Finance Corporation. (2019). op. cit.)
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September 2023

To complete and complement the ICAC’s republication of my recent work on the Great Greenwashing Machine, I was asked to reflect on what progress (if any) has been made; where we go from here; and who needs to be involved on that journey.

Who?

It is certainly not for me to dictate anything. Indeed, one of the major problems with ‘sustainable’ fashion is an excess of self-proclaimed experts, and an absence of expertise. Sustainability is science - economic, political, and physical science. It is also justice. If fashion is to have any hope of ‘sustainability’, of adhering to global agreements on carbon emissions¹, biodiversity², and inequality³, the industry must stop consulting itself and a handful of generalist Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) and Management Consultancy (MC) providers, and start consulting both those most severely impacted by its activities - the global south - and those with the greatest specialist expertise - from universities, research institutes, Government agencies etc. to multilateral organizations, including the ICAC.

Progress since 2019?

So much for who needs to be involved. As to progress - has there been any since I first started working on sustainability claims in fashion, back in 2019? I would submit that there has been some progress, and we will get to that, but obviously, not nearly enough. As those who have read my companion publication in this issue: “Amplifying Misinformation: The Case of Sustainability Indices in Fashion⁴” will be well aware, the problem is that the prevailing system falls decidedly short in assessing true sustainability, both in terms of what the system is measuring, and in how the system measures it.

I wrote the following words in November 2019.⁵ They still apply, not just to organic cotton but to BCI, CMiA, Reel, or any other cotton scheme - large or small. Indeed, these words don't just apply to cotton. Exactly the same principle applies to all farmed fiber schemes involving smallholder farmers, whether these are indigenous Quechua producing alpaca⁶ or Brazilian smallholders producing silk⁷. And, the principle applies not just when the scheme is organic, but also when it’s ‘Responsible’, ‘Regenerative’ or any other type.

“Most of the world’s cotton farmers are not plantation owners, they are small-holders farming less than two hectares. Many have little or no education and are desperately poor. Even small changes in revenue can leave these farmers unable to fund schooling/health care for their children, or incapable of servicing their debt. Before engaging market forces to push such farmers into organic production - by persuading consumers and brands that organic is the only sustainable cotton to buy - we need to be certain that this is unequivocally best for the farmers themselves.”

---

6. https://fibershed.org/category/alpacas/
7. https://fibershed.org/category/silk/
No more Poverty/No more Hunger

Fashion - from workers wages to the sourcing of raw materials - is uniquely well placed to contribute to Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 1 and 2. But ‘No more poverty’, ‘No more hunger’ are not the priority of any major sustainability scheme or metric. From Textile Exchange’s ‘Preferred Fibers’ and the Higg - now Worldly - MSI (Material Sustainability Index), to Kering’s Environmental Profit & Loss (EP&L), ‘sustainability’ still equates almost solely to environmental impact. Indeed, astonishingly, even in UN publications themselves, the focus is almost entirely on environmental impacts and how these can be portrayed to enable brands to sell products.8 “No more poverty” appears to be almost an afterthought, and, despite recurring reports of hunger and malnutrition from apparel workers,9,10 to alpaca11 farmers, ‘no more hunger’ doesn’t seem to be mentioned. This obviously needs to change.

Water and Land

Moreover, from the EU Product Environmental Footprint (PEF), and Kering’s EP&L, to the Higg - now Wordly - MSI, all major indices are calculated by weighting water (and in the case of the first two, land). What this means is that a subjective judgment has been made that water and land use are particularly important environmental variables. Further, the actual water consumption is not the final value used in the impact calculations. Rather a multiplier is applied to that actual consumption, that is intended to measure ‘scarcity’. And further again, as we can see, in the companion article in this issue, “Amplifying Misinformation: The Case of Sustainability Indices in Fashion”, the assessed impact or water footprint will depend on the methodology and scarcity factor used. A study of milk farms in Australia, found that whilst actual farm consumption varied from 9.1 to 313 liters of water per liter of milk, the average water scarcity footprint for those same farms, using 3 different calculation methods, varied from 18 to 6,616 liters of water per liter of milk! The highest footprint score came from AWARE12 the most commonly applied water-weighting system.

This massive inflation is to the considerable detriment of the global poor whose cotton, silk, and other agricultural products are demonized as a result. The validity of these - in large part, subjective - weightings aside, it is not clear that the EU or the USA have any moral authority whatsoever, to rule on what constitutes an appropriate use of water or land in Mali, Pakistan or Laos. There is moreover, no impact justification for interfering in the sovereign use of such resources. Whether Cambodia chooses to irrigate silk, India to irrigate cotton, or Peru to devote land to alpaca, has absolutely no impact on the land and water resources available to citizens of the EU or the USA.

GreenHouse Gas Emissions

Obversely, GHG emissions do affect everyone - whether these are generated in Brazil, Belgium, Benin, or Bhutan. But prevailing indices from the Wordly Higg MSI to the EU or French PEF make absolutely no attempt to weight carbon emissions.

It is self-evident that for the SDGs to be achieved, the carbon emissions of the world’s poorest must increase. Oxfam has estimated13 that per capita emissions of 2.3 tonnes of CO2 equivalents (CO2e) linked

---

8 https://wedocs.unep.org/bitstream/handle/20.500.11822/42819/sustainable_fashion_communication_playbook.pdf?sequence=3
11 https://fibershed.org/2022/03/25/alpaca-stories-part-3-when-peta-strikes-certifications-follow/
12 AWARE is used by both the Wordly MSI, and the EU Product Environmental Footprint (PEF).
to consumption, would still be consistent with the goal of holding global temperature rise by 2030 to 1.5°C. However, the emissions of the poorest in the global south are well below that. Our World in Data\textsuperscript{14} estimates that 2020 per capita consumption emissions were roughly 18 tonnes of CO2e in Saudi Arabia, 15 tonnes in the USA, and 14 tonnes in Australia. They averaged 13 tonnes in Luxemburg, somewhere around 9 tonnes per capita in Germany and Austria, and around 7 tonnes per capita in the UK and China. In Brazil and India, they were only 2 tonnes CO2e per capita, and they were less than one tonne per capita in Benin and Burkina Faso, respectively.

Around 45% of the global population live in rural areas of developing countries, and they depend primarily on small, family farms for their income and sustenance.\textsuperscript{15} It is self-evident that the only way these people will ever have the income to increase their consumption in line with global justice, is by selling more produce. To treat those production emissions as if they were exactly the same as those of Saudi Aramco or BP is neither ethical nor scientific. It clearly runs counter to globally agreed sustainability targets. This too, must change.

**Organic Claims**

What has changed for the better since I wrote that November 2019 article pointing out that the organic LCA found no savings of either water or GHG emissions attributable to the organic cultivation system? Well firstly, that claim has been very much on the decline. In the light of the 2022 rulings by the Norwegian and Dutch consumer authorities, most of the major brands - Patagonia, H&M, Zalando... with a few exceptions like New Look\textsuperscript{16} - have removed those organic cotton claims from their websites. But as of August 2023, the Higg, now Worldly, MSI continues to claim that substituting organic for conventional cotton reduces climate impacts per kilo of fabric by 14% (8.87 to 7.66 Higgies/kilo) and water consumption by 88% (55.3 to 6.9 Higgies/kilo). And whilst most brands are no longer using this to dupe consumers, they are presumably still using it to set and measure their progress on their Science Based Targets (SBTis).\textsuperscript{17}

As a quick aside here, that a single private initiative - The Science Based Targets Initiative\textsuperscript{18} - should have gained so much power and influence, is causing concern in some places, and increased scrutiny in others.\textsuperscript{19} Certainly the entire procedure seems extraordinarily undemocratic. Neither SBTi nor any of its founder members - CDP, the United Nations Global Compact, World Resources Institute (WRI) and the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF)\textsuperscript{20} - were elected by anyone. And in measuring the carbon emissions of the world’s poorest and most disadvantaged, SBTi, treats them as if they were exactly the same as the emissions of Shell or Unilever - in clear violation of global agreements. The fact that Laudes Foundation\textsuperscript{21} - the personal charity of the Brenninkmeijer family, wholly funded by their Cofra Holding Company\textsuperscript{22} and therefore partially funded by north american fracking,\textsuperscript{23} is listed as a one of the SBTi’s most important funders,\textsuperscript{24} is hardly reassuring. And the fact that the United Nations Global Compact seems to have felt no need to include anyone from the global south in any of this is particularly disturbing.

It is surely a wonderful thing that companies should calculate their environmental and social impacts and take steps to improve both. But just like Financial Accounting, the role of private sector bodies should, as it is for accounting firms, be restricted to measurement. The setting of the rules by which these measurements are to be made must be determined and controlled, not by the richest banks and corporations, but by elected representatives of the global community. And this, after full and frank discussion between North and South. Change is definitely still required there.
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But I digress, to return to organic cotton, some brands\(^{25}\) have simply swapped out the old claim for a new one: that organic cotton still consumes less water than conventional, because a greater proportion is rainfed. This claim is no more substantiated than the previous one.

Matching the Textile Exchange (TE) 2022 Organic Cotton Market Report\(^{26}\) to ICAC data, indicates that 90% of global organic cotton production is irrigated to some extent, and global average water consumption for organic cotton was somewhere around 2,500 L/kg Lint in 2022, compared to 2,068 L/kg Lint for conventional cotton cultivation.\(^{27}\)

Brands cannot be allowed to continue to persuade consumers to buy more, based on organic fairytales. If US consumption emissions have to drop 13 tonnes per capita, for Another Tomorrow\(^{28}\) or anyone else to suggest to American consumers that there is something environmentally sustainable about purchasing yet another tee - simply because it is made of organic cotton - is more than deceptive.

**Environmental Metrics Alone are Not Fit for Purpose**

There is absolutely no justification for anyone in the global north to believe that any purchase that they might make, is sustainable based purely on environmental metrics. The **only** grounds for labeling a product ‘sustainable’ and so encouraging consumer purchases, are socio-economic - specifically, ending poverty and hunger in the global south. Neither Another Tomorrow, nor New Look, nor anyone else, has any robust data showing that farmers become better off after switching to organic cultivation.

Quite the contrary.\(^{29}\) Study after study\(^{30}\) has shown that organic farmers lose money after switching to organic cultivation. Quite the contrary.

25. [https://anothertomorrow.co/sustainability/materials-we-use/cotton/](https://anothertomorrow.co/sustainability/materials-we-use/cotton/)
27. Terry Townsend, email of May 11, 2023
28. [https://anothertomorrow.co/sustainability/materials-we-use/cotton/](https://anothertomorrow.co/sustainability/materials-we-use/cotton/)
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we are talking about some of the poorest people on the planet, and only 0.2% of US cotton production (5,821 tonnes/3,181,000 tonnes)\textsuperscript{35} is organic, beyond me. If organic production is not good enough for the vast majority of US cotton farmers, where is the evidence to demonstrate that it is better for Burkinabe farmers?

As it is, as Textile Exchange themselves point out, Burkina Faso produced only 647 tonnes of organic cotton fiber in 2020/2021\textsuperscript{36} - on a total cotton output of 196,000 tonnes.\textsuperscript{37} This is expected to drop in 2021/22:

“Two years after its inauguration, SECOBIO—the new ginnery for organic cotton in Koudougou—is far from reaching capacity, which stands at 17,500 tonnes of seed cotton per year. Burkina Faso continues to face serious security challenges. Many cotton farming families belong to internally displaced people and could not find land in refugee camps to continue their farming activities. Aside from these challenges, the season was very good in terms of rainfall. However, it’s forecasted that production will experience a slight decline in 2021/22.”

Even if the gin was a gift from the good people of the United States, in such a hard pressed nation, surely a better use for $12 million could have been found?

To conclude, for the past ten years or more, ‘sustainable’ fashion has been focused solely and entirely, not on what would enable the poorest in the supply chain to thrive, but on what would enable brands to sell more: “Make environmental claims with confidence... Increase revenue by up to 25%”\textsuperscript{38} is the all-pervasive refrain. This must change. Brands should not be allowed to suggest to consumers in the global north that there is anything remotely environmentally sustainable about their purchasing another dress, jacket, or shirt - because, per se, there isn’t.

\textbf{How?}

So much for what needs to change. How do we do it? Brands are not going to voluntarily lose money in the name of the greater good. Indeed, if they are publicly quoted, they presumably have fiduciary duty not to. It is pointless to write papers and give presentations exhorting fashion to: “eradicate messages of over-consumption... portray alternative models of status and success... decoupling identity from newness and recalibrating what is deemed aspirational so as to social proof a sustainable future.”\textsuperscript{39} There is only one thing brands and their senior management want to future-proof, and that is their growth and profits.\textsuperscript{40}

If we want fashion brands’ growth and profits to also be sustainable - and they could be - we must alter the economic incentives until they are. The rest is just talk. Indeed, arguably, the interminable publication of aspirational reports with no concrete counterpart, merely serves to mask and perpetuate business as usual.

- Let’s consult the global south.
- Let’s seek out genuine expertise.
- Let’s start crafting meaningful legislation that is based on economics - not wishful thinking.
- Let’s count nature in, and let each and everyone of us pay the real cost of whatever we might use.

That really is the answer to everything.\textsuperscript{41}
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